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Welcome to Penn Law's monthly e-brief, a digest of the Law School's top news stories and events.
Anita Allen elected to National 
Academy of Medicine
Carey JD/MBA program launches at 
event in New York City
Fellowship takes LLM graduate to 
UN Security Council
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Prof. Austin's year-long Visual Legal 
Legal Advocacy seminar teaches 
how to make a case from behind the
camera 
Research from Sharswood Fellow 
proposes “Shadow 401(k)s” in 
response to retirement crisis
Scholarship to be awarded to JD
students pursuing joint degrees in 
law and technology 
UN Global Compact official explains 
how businesses can advance human
rights
CTIC works to bring billions online
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Entrepreneurship Legal Clinic 
makes a difference for Philadelphia
businesses
David Rudovsky discusses the latest 
PA Supreme Court ruling on 
funding public defender offices
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